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Abstract 
The architecting of a System-of-Systems (SoS) is greatly challenging due to coupling of managerial independence 
and highly complex operational interdependence, in achieving desired overarching capabilities. Furthermore, 
difficulties arise when uncertainties in the performance of individual, interconnected systems, lead to significant 
risks of cascading modes of failure. Mitigation of these risks through appropriate selection and design of constituent 
systems is important to ensure resilience of SoS architectures to operational disruptions, whilst preserving resource 
and cost constraints. Current guidelines and tools for architecting SoS architectures are lacking sufficient capabilities 
in enabling effective decision-making for SoSE practitioners. This paper presents a novel robust optimization 
framework to architecting a System-of-Systems (SoS). Hierarchies of operationally interdependent systems are 
modeled as nodes on a network that work cohesively to fulfill overarching capability objectives. Inter-nodal 
performance and constraints associated with connectivity under performance uncertainty are addressed. Recent 
advances in robust optimization methods are employed within the context of a Mixed-Integer Program (MIP) for the 
developed framework. A simplified case scenario using the Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) platform demonstrates 
application of the formulation.  
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Georgia Institute of Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
The Department of Defense (DoD), has changed its requirement centric acquisition process to now reflect a 
capabilities driven one. The recognition of conglomerations of systems as a large scale, System-of-
S in achieving these capabilities has seen the need for a different set of architecting principles to 
manage operational and developmental aspects of such systems; this has motivated the development of the 
Department of Defense SoS system engineering (SE) guide [1] for management of such architectures. However, the 
lack of adequate tools and framework in SoS decision processes makes it a daunting task. The change in paradigm is 
also motivated, in part, by the evolving nature of mission objectives that emphasize for SoS to be adaptable and 
resilient to changes in mission requirements. Changing mission conditions present a difficult endeavor in balancing 
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the dynamic uncertainty in requirements and system performance against the strategic nature of system architectures
that are typically static investments over a long term horizon. Moreover, the absence of performance data for new,
yet-to-be introduced systems, coupled with the increasing size and complexity of interacting systems, presents a 
large degree of uncertainty in the reliability of the overall SoS architecture in fulfilling the required capability needs.
The impetus is to select and integrate collections of systems that fulfill capability requirements and provide
robust performance with minimal sacrifice to desired overarching capabilities. Often times, the robustification of 
systems results in increased costs, due to the additional redundancies, and reduced performance. The tradeoff 
between conservatism and performance is an actively researched area in operations research and financial 
engineering; recent works have yielded a broad range of formulations that seek to reduce the conservatism and 
computational cost in identifying robust solutions.
This paper seeks to complement current research efforts in SoS engineering by adopting robust optimization 
strategies in constructing SoS architectures. The generalized network representation allows for a SoS to be modelled
as an interconnected hierarchy of systems each system being represented by a node. The capabilities and 
requirements of these interconnected
performance risks. The application of these recent 
techniques can be used to determine robust solutions (collections of systems). Robustness, in the context of a SoS
here, is the reduced sensitivity of SoS performance to variations in individual system performances that could 
potentially generate cascading effects across an SoS network. The degree of robustness determines the ability of the
collection of systems to maintain feasible operations with minimum possible degradation in the overall performance
of overarching capabilities.
2. Background and Motivation
2.1. System-of-Systems
The emergence of a SoS paradigm has given rise to a new lexicon that categorizes SoS constituents within a
hierarchical context across multiple dimensions of operations. A detailed taxonomy on the design of SoS more
explicitly describes the dimensions of system type, control (autonomy) and connectivity in reference [1, 2].
Fig. 1. (a) SoS hierarchy and connectivity
Fig 1(a) illustrates a generic SoS structure and associated connectivity between interacting systems that comprise 
the SoS gamut. This hierarchical classification of a SoS and its associated parts, has been applied to multiple SoS
problems such as the air transportation system, space system architectures and missile defence. The main idea is to
identify the SoS as a layered series of operationally independent networks that work cohesively towards a common
-level are typically nodes (systems) that comprise the fundamental discrete units whereas
-level can denote the command and control aspects of the architecture that dictates policy. Each hierarchical
- -level 
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nodes working collectively. The structure can also be adapted, in the case of system design, to represent the 
translation of an overarching objective as denoted in the -level to a cascade of interdependent requirements and 
-level.  
Recent efforts have attempted to address the development of SoS architectures by introducing a range of 
analytical methods for the design of these conglomeration of systems. Research in reference [3] utilizes graph 
-
established network metrics. Works in reference [4], on the other hand, adopt an operations research (OR) 
perspective through concurrent engineering paradigms that seek to improve efficiency by reducing decision 
irline operations and aircraft design.  Works by 
Dahmann et al [5] have focused on the development of a Wave Model that provides a systems engineering 
perspective of architecting SoS evolutions and have also identified salient artifacts that comprise an SoS. The wave 
model transitions core elements and interrelationships and decision-making artifacts to an intuitive time sequenced 
representation.  The span of SoS research encompasses both  however, there 
is still a great need for further development of methods to design, acquire and ultimately evolve general SoS 
constructs, under conditions of uncertainty that typically exist. Tools from operations research and financial 
engineering circles are typically suited to the management of large scale classes of interrelated assets; the adaptation 
of these tools and methods to current challenges in SoS architecting may yield direct benefits in reducing costs, 
mitigating unnecessary risks and improving SoS wide performance. 
2.2. Robust Optimization  
Systems engineering has recently benefited from the introduction of operations research driven optimization 
methods, to developing SoS architectures. Robust optimization is a relatively recent field in operations research, 
which finds its roots in control theory and addresses the need to make decisions under conditions of uncertainty [6]. 
Real world systems are subject to inherent uncertainty that manifests itself typically as data and parametric 
uncertainty. Robust formulations address this inherent uncertainty by generating solutions that are resilient to 
changes in the data and/or governing parameters of the system. Deterministic methods are traditionally focused on 
finding the optimal solution of a given optimization problem formulation subject to an assumed set  data. 
Purely deterministic systems, however, may have very poor response when one or more uncertainties value change. 
In a SoS, this translates to potentially cascading modes of failure that can propagate throughout the SoS network, 
resulting in costly degradation in performance, capability and increased cost. 
 
Robust formulation solutions on the other hand, remain near optimal even if the data characteristics change. 
Robust optimization strategies seek to select appropriate uncertainty sets or alternative parameterizations of the 
deterministic optimization problem to better deal with robustness issues in the system.  Early works by Dantzig [7] 
have examined formulations for uncertain linear systems of equations. Several formulations have introduced 
uncertainty in linear integer problems for resource allocation and network flow problems 7]. Further developed 
formulations in robustness include Soyster [8], Ben-Tal Nemirovski [9], and Chance Constrained Programming 
(CCP) to name a few. These methods deal with issues on the inclusion and selection of uncertainty sets that 
transcribe the level and characteristics of uncertainty in the data and/or parameters of the system. These can be 
polytopic or elliptical sets that are normally used to parameterize uncertainty, resulting in conic and semidefinite 
optimization problems. Also, the various formulations 
constraint violations that would result from a given slack budget.  
2.3. The Bertsimas-Sim Method 
The Bertsimas-Sim method is a robust linear formulation that addresses parametric data uncertainty without 
excessively penalizing the objective function [10]. The method allows for the control of probability of constraint 
violations and the effect of the degree of conservatism on the objective function, also known as the price of 
robustness. Its linear formulation makes it naturally extendable to discrete optimization problems and is a very 
attractive method for application to the current (linear) SoS architectural framework. The formulation starts by 
addressing the general inequality constraints in a traditional linear programming problem; Ax b. Here, a subset of 
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matrix Aij contains uncertain entries (derived from data) that exist within symmetric intervals  i.e. belong to set Ji 
and [ , ]ij ij ij ija a a a .A conservatism parameter, i, is used to adjust the degree of conservatism in protection of 
the uncertain linear constraints from infeasibility i takes values in the interval [0, |Ji|] where Ji represents the set of 
Aij coefficients that are uncertain and is not necessarily integer. Introduction of uncertainty in the coefficients results 
in a nonlinear problem formulation. However, a proof is derived in literature [10] , that converts the nonlinear form 
into the following linear optimization problem: 
Tmaximize          c x           (1) 
subject to: 
 
A
i
ij j i i ij i
j j J
x z p b          (2)  
i ij ij jz p a y           (3) 
j j jy x y           (4) 
j j jl x y           (5) 
, , 0ij ij ijp y z           (6) 
The linear formulation shown in the above equations preserves sparsity of the original Aij matrix - an attractive 
feature for computational efficiency. Equation (1) is the objective function that maximizes a general linear function. 
Equations (2-5) are the robust version of linear inequality constraints where i is the constant that dictates the level 
of conservatism in the constraint. a ij in Equation (3) is the uncertainty associated with the j-th entry of the i-th 
constraint in the A matrix. The SoS architectural formulation, as will be presented, provides naturally sparse systems 
of equations and complements sparsity advantages in the Bertsimas-Sim formulation. In general, linear formulations 
are amenable to highly efficient solvers that can handle very large scale problems with ease.  
Various robust formulations attempt to address uncertainty through Monte Carlo sampling, conic programming 
and semidefinite programming approaches - these are more computationally expensive to solve than the linear 
formulation shown above. The Bertsimas-Sim formulation as shown, does not take correlation effects into 
consideration. Here, the uncertainties are assumed to be independent sets that exist separately from one another. 
However, work developed by Bertsimas and Sim also includes alternate (linear) formulations that extend the 
formulation also account for correlated data. This naturally makes it applicable to an even wider range of   problems 
- including asset allocation and investment problems such as the mean-variance portfolio optimization problem.  
3. System of Systems (SoS) Network Architecture and Optimization 
3.1. Background  
In this paper, a generic, operational SoS architecture is modelled as an interconnected set of discrete nodes; each 
having a finite set of inputs and outputs. The interconnectivities between nodes are established to facilitate the 
fulfilment of individual node requirements by allowing for node capabilities (outputs) from existing nodes to 
connect and consequently fulfil requirements (inputs) of any compatible node requiring a particular capability to 
function. Overarching capabilities are provided by nodes that directly contribute to these required capabilities.  
 
Figure (1a & b) show a generalized representation of a SoS which has interdependencies between constituent 
systems, across multiple layers of the hierarchical structure. The hierarchical structure transcends the operational 
layers of the SoS construct. Each node (system) is connected to other nodes on the network, in accordance with the 
set of requirements needed for them to interdependently operate. The connections between nodes are also governed 
by a set of interaction rules. The idea is to model basic, aggregate interactions between systems within a SoS 
construct as relatively simple, nodal behaviors that are applicable to a wide variety of types of inter-system 
connections. While not exhaustive, the combinations of these nodal behaviors as modeling rules can cover a large 
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set of real world inter-system interactions. This is in line with insights that an SoS SE practitioner may have when
architecting complex, larger scale systems at a higher architectural level.
Fig. 2. (a) SoS hierarchy (b) nodal behaviors
Figure (1b) shows the five most intuitive nodal interactions of:
Capability: Nodes have finite supply of capabilities that are limited by quantity and number of connections.
Requirements: Nodes have requirements to enable inherent capabilities. Requirements are fulfilled by receiving
connections from other nodes that possess a capability to fulfill said requirements.
Relay: Nodes can have the ability to relay capabilities between adjacent nodes. This can include excess input of 
capabilities that are used to fulfill node requirements.
Bandwidth: Total amount of capabilities and number of conn
of the connection linkages between systems.
Compatibility: Nodes can only connect to other nodes based on a pre established set of connection rules.
The performance of the SoS is related to the ability of the connected network of individual systems to fulfill
overarching core objectives. The SoS wide performance is quantified by the capability of nodes that most directly 
contribute to the core objectives. It is assumed that these core objectives can be at least, approximated quantitatively.
3.2. SoS Network Robust Optimization Formulation
The SoS robust network model is posed as a mathematical programming problem. The objective is to maximize
the expected network performance in fulfilling key overarching objectives whilst satisfying connectivity
requirements between constituent systems. The resulting problem statement is given by the following equations:
max
B
ic i c
i
c
S w x R
R
(7)
subject to:
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Limitcij cijx           (14) 
0   capability  cijx c         (15) 
real, binary ,  binary Bcij jx x         (16) 
where: 
 
Sic  - capability (c) of system (i)  
w,  - weighting factor vector of SoS capabilities (constant) 
xib -  binary decision variable for selecting system (i) 
Rc - base SoS capability for normalization 
xcij - quantity of capability (c) between system (i) and (j) 
xij - adjacency matrix (binary) that indicates connection between systems (i) and (j) 
Srj  - requirement (r) of system (j) 
M  - Big-M constant value 
 
Equations (7-16) comprise a linear, mixed integer program (MIP). Equation (7) is the objective function and 
seeks to maximize the overall capability of the network and minimize the incurred operational cost. These costs can 
be in terms of time, financial costs or other metrics, depending on the SoS system being analysed.  Equation (8) is 
the capacity limit at each node. This ensures that the individual capabilities at each node do not provide more 
capability to other parts of the SoS network than what is available at the respective node. Equation (9) ensures that 
requirement conditions are met for each node and permits the availability of excess capability to be present at the 
node; this means that, in a connected network of nodes, all individual nodes have their respective requirements 
fulfilled by capabilities from other nodes on the network.     
Equations (10-12) are the connectivity constraints associated with connection restrictions between nodes and 
follow a mutual exclusivity logic condition. For example, if some of the SoS nodes represent the choice of engine 
system to a car; it is not feasible that two 200hp engines may be selected to fulfil the requirements of 400hp. Instead, 
a restriction is placed such that only one engine may be selected and that the chosen engine must supply 400hp. The 
restrictions for a SoS architecture needs user defined inputs on acceptable connectivity constraints between nodes. 
Equations (11) and (12), more specifically, f -
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number of connections that can be made to individual nodes.  Equation (13) enforces that the total of some 
capability (q) that is supplied to a node (e.g. power flow or communications bandwidth), combined with its inherent 
capability (q) is not exceeded by demand for the capability from connected nodes.  
The uncertainties associated with capabilities provided by each node are captured in the conditions set forth in 
equations (7-16). These uncertainty intervals describe the parametric uncertainty associated with the capability 
coefficients for each system (node) across the SoS network.  This paper utilizes the formulation of the Bertsimas-
Sim approach [10] to including uncertainties within the optimization problem. 
ability to maintain an MIP formulation whilst providing the means to select solutions based on probabilistic bounds 
of constraints violation, without excessively penalizing the objective function [10]. In this case, each constraint 
reflects the ability of the SoS architecture to maintain a specific capability. Here, the uncertainties defined by 
conditions for the supply constraints in equation (2-3) are included and rewritten following the robustified form in 
[10]. The degree of conservatism in the constraint is cont i term. The probability of 
constraint violation, for each robustified constraint (in this case, for power supply and communications bandwidth), 
can be exactly computed i using the binomial relaxation given by the following Equation (17): 
1
( , ) 1   (probability of constraint violation)iiB n n
              (17)            
          
where n is the |Ji  is the normal cumulative distribution function. 
4. Example Application: Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) Platform 
The Littoral Combat Ship (LCS), shown in Fig 3, is a current system that is both developed by Lockheed Martin 
and General Dynamics for the United States Navy. The operations of the ship support littoral warfare with a new 
paradigm in naval architecture that utilizes modular systems. Each module corresponds to a particular set of 
capabilities that can be added and removed for each ship, depending on the requirements of the mission to be 
performed. The current suite of modules includes the Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW), Mine Warfare (MIW), 
Surface Warfare (SUW) and irregular warfare module for medical/humanitarian based missions. The LCS works in 
concert with other military entities that include UAVs, satellite systems and ground based units. Whilst the LCS 
platform is not strictly speaking, a SoS, it exhibits many salient features of one. The modularity and open 
connectivity allow for it to be redeployed with various collections of assets to fulfil an overarching capability. The 
objective in this synthetic case application is to identify collections of systems, chosen from a 
candidate list, that fulfill and overarching SoS capability set (ASW,MIW,SUW) whilst satisfying probabilistic 
constraints for specific layers of the connections between systems. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Littoral Combat Ship 
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Table 1 presents candidate system information for the Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) operational network. Each
candidate system has a collection of capabilities and requirements as listed.  The individual system capabilities, as
listed in columns 1-5, can be used to either directly fulfill an overarching SoS requirement (listed in columns 1-3), or 
to fulfill individual support system requirements (columns 4-9). Columns 6-7 are systems requirement metrics 
across the candidate systems. Zero value entries in there columns indicate that the respective listed system does not
have that particular system requirement to be fulfilled. In this simplified scenario, it is assumed that a
commun
transfer of information, subject to a path-wise cost. The objective here is to select a collection of assets (system)
from the available list in Table 1 to that maximizes mission performance requirements; this comprises an equal
weighting among primary SoS capabilities of the first 3 columns for the LCS problem. Additional constraints 
include the fact that only one system can be selected for each package with the exception of the communications
packages where a total of up to two may be deployed.
The selection is subject to the performance and associated uncertainty that exists in the communications network 
of the selected assets.  Uncertainty exists in the communications and power capabilities of individual systems as 
published in columns 4 and 5 of Table 1. The values for communications bandwidth (column 4) and power 
generation (column 5) are nominal values, a, that are subject to uncertainties a to form the uncertainty set of 
[ , ]ij ij ij ij . The uncertainty bounds, in real applications, can typically be estimated from designer intuition,
simulation outcomes or confidence intervals from reported performance data. The sufficiency conditions in 
Equations (8) and (9) of the optimization formulation are adapted to their robust form using the Bertsimas-Sim 
formulation. The purpose here is to evaluate the probability of sufficiency constraint violation, given differing
degrees of built in robustness, using the conservatism term of the robust formulation. The robustification is only 
applied to constraints of Equations (8) and (9), but can be applied to any other linear constraints in a general MIP 
problem.
Table 1: LCS candidate systems
Figure 4 (a) and (b) show the SoS performance profile and selected assets respectively for the
simple LCS scenario. The generation of the profile comes from the solution of the optimization problem as defined
in Equations (7-16) for the LCS set of data, using varying conservatism i. The problems were solved in
the MATLAB [12] environment using YALMIP [13] interface with the Gurobi solver option. The simple degree of 
complexity in the problem results in three distinct architectures as shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b). The graph shows
the increase in SoS performance index with a decrease in the level of conservatism i. This is as expected, given
that the increase in robustness will yield a trade-off between performance and conservatism. The three
communications architectures have different asset selections that are reflected in the MCN, SUW and choice of 
communications systems. As the degree of conservatism in the SoS communications capability is reduced, the
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resulting system selection allows for the higher capacity communications system 6 to be selected, even though it
bears a greater degree of uncertainty. This in turn allows for the selection of NLOS missiles but degrades the MCN
performance to the selection of the RAMCS II system instead of using the ALMDS (MH-60) unit. Further reduction 
in conservatism results in the NLOS and ALMDS units to be selected, maximizing the respective SoS level
capabilities for each package category. The choice of conservatism is typically set by the SoSE practitioner that may
include consideration of acquisition cost. Here, the probabilistic guarantees at discrete levels of conservatism can be
weighed against the potential acquisition costs or against the potential of further upgrades to the SoS architecture.
The small levels of probabilistic increments are artifacts of the synthetic numbers used in this simplified problem.
Fig. 4. (a) SoS hierarchy (b) portfolio of selected assets
5. Summary and Future Work 
Work presented in this paper illustrates a robust optimization framework as a potential avenue of architecting 
resilient system of systems. The framework utilizes tools from operations research in establishing a generic problem
formulation that is based on archetypal connection behaviors between constituent nodes of a hierarchical network.
The formulation utilizes the Bertsimas-Sim method in incorporating uncertainty information for linear constraints
and is amenable to state-of-the-art MIP solvers for solution. The approach is demonstrated for a simplified LCS, but
is however, amenable to any architectural problem that exhibits the same generic nodal behaviors as defined in the
formulation modeling. An added benefit of the adopted Bertsimas-Sim approach  is its ability to provide solutions
(collections of assets) that have defined probabilistic guarantees on performance and minimize loss of the objective
function (SoS performance index) given explicit bound on uncertainties in the data.
Future work will extend application of the method to incorporate other aspects of robust optimization methods in
providing a framework and tool for DoD SoSE practitioners in negotiating the complex interdependencies between
constituent systems in an SoS construct. The formulation of a decision making tool  based on robust optimization 
techniques provides a useful avenue for informed decisions on evolving SoS architectures whilst providing the
necessary risk protections against potential changes that typically arises from inherent uncertainties in the data.
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